Global COVID-2019 Pandemic
Situation Report on Bangladesh as of 17 October 2021
WHO has declared the recent COVID-2019 outbreak as a “Pandemic” as of 11/03/2020. The countries are asked to fight back
coronavirus following the guidelines provided by WHO and the government of the countries. However, this can be the first
pandemic in the history of humanity that can be controlled, according to “Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus”, the WHO
Director-General.

Global Status (17/10/2021)

Bangladesh Status (17/10/2021)
Know More

• Wear mask in any public place and in
an office room

Total Cases

1,565,174

• Frequently wash your hands with
soap and water for at least 20 sec

New Cases

293

• Maintain physical distancing of at
least two metres (six feet)

Know More
No. of Affected
Countries and
Territories

216

Total Cases

241,175,635

Total Recovered

218,436,584

Active Cases

17,828,927

Total Deaths

4,910,124

COVID-19 Preventive Measure

Tests in Last 24 Hours 15,580
Total Recovered
Active Cases

1,527,333
10,089

• Cover your mouth and nose with
tissue/handkerchief or with bent
elbow when you cough or
sneeze
• Avoid touching face (mouth, nose
and eyes)

• Avoid mass gatherings

Total Deaths

27,752

RECENT NEWS IN BANGLADESH
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Covid-19: Bangladesh records lowest daily infection rate in 1.5 years – Dhaka Tribune
Covid-19 and the ‘mysterious’ resilience of Bangladesh – Dhaka Tribune
Japan to send Bangladesh more Covid vaccine through Covax in November – Dhaka Tribune
Covid-19 vaccine: Bangladesh starts test run for school children – Dhaka Tribune
Vaccine registration for eligible school students opens – The Business Standard
Test run of Covid shots for children on Thursday – Dhaka Tribune
India resumes Covid-19 vaccine export to Nepal, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Iran – Business Standard
Better late than never, but act now – The Daily Star
Health Minister: 3 million students aged 12-17 will get Pfizer jabs – Dhaka Tribubne
কর োনো ননয়ন্ত্ররে সুইরেন-ভো রে চেরয় এনিরয় বোাংলোরেশ: ইউএননিএফ - The Daily Star
বোাংলোরেরশ নশক্ষো প্রনেষ্ঠোরন কর োনো ছনিরয় িরিরছ - VOA Bangla
কর োনো সাংক্রমে ও মোেক িন নিনে – Ittefaq
কর োনো চমোকোনবলোয় েনক্ষে এনশয়োয় শীরষ ব
ে োাংলোরেশ – Samakal
বোাংলোরেরশ কর োনো টিকো সনে যুক্ত োরযে স্বীকৃনে চিল – Samakal
চেরশ কর োনোয় মৃেযে কমল, শনোরক্ত হো ১.৮৮ শেোাংশ – Somoy
বোাংলোরেরশ স্কুল নশক্ষোর্থীরে কর োনো টিকোেোন শুরু – VOA Bangla

FOR ANY SUSPECTED CASES/SYMPTOMS
•
•
•

Fever, cough, loss of smell and breathing difficulties
Coming from COVID-19 affected countries
Coming in contact with any COVID-19 positive cases

PLEASE CALL
Corona Info Hotline: 333, 16263, 10655, 109
(https://corona.gov.bd/call_center)
PLEASE VISIT DGHS website: https://corona.gov.bd/ for COVID-19
related information and reference hospitals for COVID 19 in Bangladesh

